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Primeberry®(3) Autumn Chef®(3)



Who are we?
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At Lubera Edibles, what belongs together grows together. Established as a joint venture, the innovative breeding of new edible
plants at Lubera is closely linked and coordinated with the product development and in-vitro propagation at Robert Mayer. At Lubera,
new plants are bred and, after an extensive testing phase, immediately integrated into the ecommerce platform at Lubera.com. 
After a positive customer response, exciting varieties and concepts are quickly accepted into Robert Mayer’s young plant production
and distributed by Lubera Edibles throughout Europe. This is how the basis for a market-oriented range of plants for different groups
of customers is created.

Robert Mayer in Strullendorf, Germany is the largest producer of berry young plants for the home garden market in Europe. For over
100 years, this horticultural company has been dedicated to the propagation of young plants and since 2018 also according to Bioland®

standards. Today, the range mainly consists of berry shrubs with a strong focus on raspberries. The basis for propagation is our own 
quality assurance, i.e. all mother plants are checked both for relevant diseases and pomological characteristics.

Lubera, with locations in Switzerland and Germany, has been breeding innovative, resistant and tastier fruit and berry plants as well 
as various types of vegetable plants now for already more than 25 years. Lubera’s own production facilities at its two locations mainly 
concentrate on the plant requirements of the Lubera.com plant platform in the DACH countries and in England.   

Scheduling & Ordering Process

CONTACTING US ON TIME AND ORDERING EARLY IS PARTICULARLY IMPORTANT!
By getting in touch and speaking with us early, you can benefit to the fullest extent from our knowledge of proper variety selection and
marketing resources. 

In addition, by ordering early, you can also ensure that your plants will be ready when you need them for potting. Please keep in mind
that the production of a potable young plant takes on average about 12 – 20 months.

From the beginning of variety testing, via the start of micropropagation in our laboratory with propagation and multiplication as well as
the subsequent production and hardening off of the young plants, up to the shipping, all steps are managed and accompanied by quali-
fied personnel. This is the only way we can guarantee the delivery of healthy, high quality and genuine young plants at the desired time.

Since we cannot always have all varieties available at all times, it is all the more important that you order your desired varieties from us
as early as possible. However, if your desired variety is not available, we will be happy to offer you an equivalent alternative.

HOW TO ORDER FROM US?
Minimum order quantity: 1 CC container

Order: 
Please use our order form for your order. You can find this form in the download section at www.luberaedibles.com.

Order confirmation: 
Shortly after we receive your order, we will send you our order confirmation as well as our terms and conditions. Please check the most
important details such as vareity, quantity and the specified delivery week for accuracy. In case of any discrepancies or desired changes,
please contact us immediately.

Terms of payment: 
Our standard terms of payment are as follows: 30 days/7 days – 2% discount (license fees and shipping costs are not discountable).

Shipping: 
Generally speaking, we ship our young plants with specialised plant transporters. Any freight charges incurred will be passed on in full 
by us. You are also welcome to send your own carrier; in this case please note our loading times (Monday - Friday; between 8 am and 3 pm).



BERRIES

Chef® raspberries Summer Chef® I  Primeberry® Autumn Chef® 4

Schlaraffia® raspberries Nibbleme® I  Plentiful® 5

Ornamental raspberries/Salmon berries Olympic Double I  Pacific Rose 5

Specialties Sweetleave® raspberry  Suavissima 7

Blueberries Rubel I  Yelloberry® Blue (Yello! BellobluePBR) 7

Lingonberries Fireballs (LiromePBR) 8

Currants Cassissima® Green Life 8

Jostaberry Confi®Beere Jodeli® I  Jofruity® I  Jogusto®     9

Kiwiberry Pink Jumbo 9

Fig Gustissimo® Califfo Blue® I  Little Miss Figgy (LMF01PBR) 9

Chockeberry Little Helpers® 12

Mulberry Illinois Everbearing I  Zickzack 12

EVERVEG®(3)

Rhubarb Victoria I  Glaskins Perpetual 13

Horseradich Charlemagne 13

Artichocke  Tavor 13

Wasabi Matsum 13

Treekale Daubenton’s Green I  Taunton Deane 14

Allium Welsh onion I  garlic chives I  Tree onion 14

FRUITS FROM THE ROOTS®(3)

Yacon (Smallanthus sonchifolius)   Red I  White 15
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Zierhimbeere Olympic Double

New Introduction!



FLORICANE RASPBERRIES price level

Black Jewel the black jewel C
An exceptional berry, ideal for fresh consumption, jam and freezing. Good flavour, medium-long ripening time. Medium-strongt growth.

Glen Ample (s) typical summer raspberry B
Large to very large, medium-red, round cone-shaped berries. Taste and shelf life of the berries are good. 
Moderately susceptible to cane diseases and root rot.

Glen Coe  pretty in purple... C
Purple raspberry. Strong growth and thornless, very robust. Unique taste, somewhere between raspberries and blackberries. 
Intense colour, taste and aroma. Ideal for jam and cakes. Late-ripening.

Malling Promise tasty berries B
Grows with overhanging canes, numerous branches, good to very good yield with medium-sized berries.

Meeker long harvest time B
Medium-sized to large, very firm, glossy, dark red berries, easy to pick and transport well. Good shelf life and hardly susceptible 
to grey mold. Not suitable for higher altitudes. Meeker is not susceptible to viruses. Very strong growth, yield is above average.

Sanibelle®(3) healthy and attractive B
Large, evenly cone-shaped berries. Firm, medium to dark red colour, good flavour. Medium-strong to strong growth. 
The first good variety tolerant to blight, can also be grown in soil of average quality.

®(1) Fruatfri(s) magical taste B
Floricane raspberry with an excellent and intense taste rather sweet flavour and very high robustness. 
Ripening time: about 10 days before Tulameen, short harvest time. Large, light red berries. Medium to strong growth.

Valentina®(5) a pleasure in look and taste C
Summer raspberry with very attractive, apricot berries with good flavour. Medium to large berries that are easy to harvest. 
High yields, berries are comparatively soft, generally suitable for home gardening.

Willamette early-ripening summer raspberry B
Low maintenance early variety, medium-strong growth. Medium-sized to large berries, bright to dark red. 
Slightly susceptible to cane and root diseases. Good home gardening variety.

CHEF®-RASPBERRIES
Summer Chef ®(3) healthy and tasty in the summertime C
Large and round, dark red berries, completely thornless, sweet and flavourful, fast-growing and resistant to blight.

Primeberry®(3) Autumn Chef®(3) big and tasty C
Very large fruits, excellent in taste and flavor, strong growing with few thorns.

PRIMOCAN RASPBERRIES
Primeberry®(3) Autumn Amber®(3) EMR 201201(s) no thorns, more fun… C
Thornless primocane variety with large, apricot-yellow berries. Strong and upright growth, robust nature.

Primeberry®(3) Autumn Belle®(3) how beautiful they are… B
Primocane raspberry with beautifully long, conical berries. Extremely high yielding. 
Mild flavour, sweet but with a refreshing acidity. Mediumstrong growth (120-150 cm), robust.

Primeberry®(3) Autumn First®(3) it gets better and better B
Very stable and upright growing primocane raspberry (= Primeberry). Large, very uniform, conical berries with a 
light red colour and excellent taste. Robust, healthy and resistant to cane diseases.

Primeberry®(3) Autumn Happy®(3) makes you happy  C
Primocane raspberry with huge, conical and very flavourful berries. Harvest from August to October. 
Resistent to blight, ideal for growing in the garden. Medium to strong growth (170-190 cm), very high yield.

Primeberry®(3) Autumn Passion®(3) exotic to the housegarden C
Dark purple to black primocane raspberry with exotic and resinsously smoky taste, very juicy. Harvest starts in early August, 
very high yield. Vigorous, with thorns. Strong and healthy growth, resistant to cane diseases.

Primeberry®(3) Autumn Sun®(3) a golden fall C
Very appealing and very large light yellow fruits, sweet taste with a fine flavor; extremely productive and very robust.

Raspberry
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Primeberry®(3) Autumn First®(3)



PRIMOCAN RASPBERRIES price level

Aroma Queen®(4) aromquee(s) aroma of the wild raspberry B
Autumn variety with the sweet taste of wild raspberries! Large, bright-red berries. Long-lasting harvest until the first frost. 
Strong and upright growth. Canes have to be pruned down to ground level in autumn to tap the full yield potential. Robust.

Autumn Bliss best primocane variety B
Large, cone-shaped berries, medium to dark red. Very tolerant of blight and root rot. Upright growth with thorns. 
Prune down to ground level in late autumn every year.

Golden Everest yellow and ripe B
Sister of Autumn Bliss with bright yellow berries and good flavour. Bears fruit on the canes growing in the first year. Royalty-free variety.

Groovy Jdeboer005(s) an eye-catcher! C
Compact raspberry with medium sized, dark red fruits, which form a good contrast to the lemon yellow leaves, ripens on the 
primocane shoots.

Heritage glossy red autumn variety  B
Strong and upright growth, can be cultivated without a framework. Firm berries, well-suited for freezing.

®(1) Rafzaqu(s) high yield and tasty B
Autumn variety with excellent characteristics. Large, bright red berries with a sweet taste and refreshing sourness. 
Ripens shortly after Autumn Bliss. Strong growth.

LOWBERRY® RASPBERRIES
Lowberry® Baby Dwarf®(3) the dwarf raspberry C
Dwarf raspberries for your terrace or balcony, small, sweet and flavourful, dark red berries, fruits in the summer and autumn.

Lowberry® Goodasgold®(3) cute and sweet C
Compact (<80 cm), early primocane raspberry with medium-sized, lemon-yellow fruit.

Lowberry® Little Sweet Sister®(3) the fastest of raspberries C
Compact growing (80cm), primocane raspberry variety. Very early harvest in the middle of July. Medium-sized fruits with a beautiful 
dark red colour.

SCHLARAFFIA®(3) RASPBERRIES 
Schlaraffia®(3) Nibbleme®(3) who can resist that? C
Very large fruits, concentrated harvest; completely thornless, stable upright growth.

Schlaraffia®(3) Plentiful®(3) big harvest guaranteed! C
Early start of ripening with a long harvest period, extremely fertile; stable upright growth, completely thornless.

TWO TIME VARIETIES
Twotimer®(3) Yellow Sugana the reliable harvest B
Yellow fruiting sister of the successfull Red Sugana. Bears fruit at the tip of the yearlong cane, laterally on the biennial branches.
Excellent taste, therefore very well-suited for fresh consumption. Very large, golden-yellow berries. Vigorous, very hardy.

Twotimer®(3) Solu red(s) enjoy twice a year…   B
Large to very large berries, bright red fruits with attractive, conical shape. Firm texture and very well-balanced taste, 
sweet with noticable acids. Completly thornless. 2 harvests per year are easily possible.

Twotimer®(3) Sugana(s) the reliable harvest B
First Twotimer-variety from Lubera. Bears fruit at the tip of the yearlong cane, laterally on the biennial branches. 
Excellent taste, therefore very well-suited for fresh consumption. Very large, bright-red berries. Vigorous, very hardy.

SALMON BERRY/ORNAMENTAL RASPBERRY
Olympic Double  spectacular salmon berry new introduction! C
Double flowering variety of the salmon berry, pink flowers reminiscent of an English rose.

Pacific Rose  pinkflowering salmon berry new introduction! C
Single-flowered salmon berry, salmon-orange to bright red fruits; shrubby growth with only a few thorns; very hardy.

Raspberry
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Lowberry® < 1 m Schlaraffia® < 1,5 m Starkwachsend > 1,8 m

1 m

1,5 m
1,8 m



STANDARD VARIETIES
Buckingham Tayberry®(5) very British… B
A Tayberry without thorns, in every other aspect identical to the original Tayberry. Strong canes, high yields, unique flavour.

Dorman Red blackberries almost like raspberries C
Large, round, bright-red, glossy and raspberry-like berries. Cross-breed of R. Parvifolius x Dorsett. Aroma is reminiscent of Lonicera caerulea
kamtschatica . Ripens at the end of July. Strong growth, canes with few thorns, leaves are dark green and have nice colours in autumn.

Japanese Wineberry  mysteriously exotic B
Strongly growing shrubs with many thorns. Orange-red, juicy berries with a slightly sour flavours. Best used in jams and cakes. 
Ripen late.

Thornless Boysenberry  under the California sun B
A backcrossing of Loganberry with raspberry and blackberry, strong growth. Big berries, deep red to black colour with a 
well-balanced taste. Ripen like blackberries.

Thornless Loganberry Californian dream B
Thornless hybrid of raspberry and blackberry. Vigorous with big, dark red blackberry-shaped berries. Ripen early together 
with late, floricane raspberries.6

Blackberry

Hybrids 

Navaho®(3) Summerlong®(3) LUB MB333(s)  

AUTUMN VARIETIES
Direttissima®(3) Montblanc®(3) grows, blooms and fruits in the same year C
The earliest of the autumn-bearing varieties with very large, mildly flavoured berries, up-right growth, healthy and robust.

Lowberry® Little Black Prince®(3) the first everbearing compact blackberry    C
Compact growing (70-100 cm), thornfree blackberry. Medium-sized, glossy blackberries, sweet with refreshing acids. Possible to grow 
as Twotimer, early harvest in July, second in August. Flowers and fruits mostly terminal.

STANDARD VARIETIES price level

®(1) feel the taste B
Thornless blackberry variety with large, extremely tasty berries. Long-lasting harvest (flowers and fruits at the same time). The high 
amount of sugar also makes a late harvest possible. Very good variety for home gardening. Asterina grows strongly and half upright.

Black Satin  earliest thornless blackberry B
Thornless. Very strong, long canes. Very large, longish oval, glossy black berries. Ripening time is from beginning of August 
to mid-October. Very high yield.

Dirksen Thornless  oldie but goody C
Thornless blackberry, excellent taste. Growth habit is slow. New selection 2014.

Loch Ness(s) drawn-out harvest B
Main variety for fruit production, thornless, ripens very early, upright growth, little susceptibility to diseases. The long harvesting time 
begins in mid-July with high yields. Very nice, glossy, attractive, and flavourful berries, medium-strong growth.

Navaho®(3) Arapaho(S) the best blackberry  B
A new growth type for blackberries was introduced with the Arkansas blackberry Navaho®. The Arkansas blackberries have medium-strong,
upright growth and therefore do not need a complex framework any more. Easy cultivation as shrubs is possible. Navaho® has large, firm 
berries with the best flavour (ripening time is slightly after Loch Ness(s)) and very resistant to diseases.

Navaho®(3) BigandEarly®(3) LUB MB233(s) big and early C
Upright growing blackberry variety from the Navaho® family; ripens very early with big berries. In other respects, a true Navaho®.

Navaho®(3) Summerlong®(3)  LUB MB333(s)  highest yield all summer long C
Big, glossy, firm and extraordinarily flavourful berries. Highest yield among the Navaho® varieties, thornless.

Navaho®(3) The Big Easy®(3) large and simple C
The newest member of the “Navaho® family”, larger berries, easier to handle, healthy and robust.

Oregon Thornless  a unique blackberry B
Upright growing blackberry variety with fern-like leaves. Medium-sized berries. Very frost resistant (replaces Thornless Evergreen).

Polarberry  the blackberry without colour C
A striking, white-fruited blackberry with a very sweet taste, due to the lack of anthocyanin and a fine blackberry aroma.

Triple Crown  three crowning attributes B
Strong and robust blackberry-variety, normally with semi-erect growth. Large, very glossy berries with juicy, sweet taste, very high yield.



SPECIAL VARIETIES price level

Strawberry-Raspberry  exceptional rarity C
Red-fruited rubus species (balloon berry; Rubus illecebrosus). Quite large berries, up to 2 cm with 50-100 drupelets. Thorny, compact
growth up to 45 cm.

Sweetleave®(3) Raspberry Suavissima® sweeter than sugar new introduction! C
Deciduous and hardy Rubus species from Asia; strong-growing with spiny shoots; edible leaves and enormous sweetness.
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Hybrids 

Heidelbeeren 
STANDARD 
Yelloberry® Blue (Yello! BellobluePBR)  Blueberry with yellow leaves new introduction! C
Interesting blueberry with striking golden-yellow foliage and a bright red autumn colour; the medium-sized and slightly frosted blue
fruits form a good contrast to the striking foliage.

Bluecrop  the flavourful blueberry C
Standard variety, medium to large, aromatic berries that ripe mid-early. Strong growth.

Blue Dessert®(3) late and aromatic  C
Large, slightly frosted dark blue fruits; late ripening with a concentrated harvest; deliciously sweet and aromatic in taste.

Blueroma®(3) best flavor C
Large fruits with a very good flavor and a huge yield with a long harvest window.

Brigitta Blue  late and delicious… C
Bushy upright growing variety. Big, lightblue berries, late ripening.

Buddy Blue®(3) pollinator for Pink Lemonade® C
The latest blueberry in our range, the perfect pollinator for Pink Lemonade®.

Hortblue Poppins(S) a popping surprise C
Big, lightblue berries. Heavily powdered with a tight skin. Very sweet with a fine tartness for a scrumptious taste.

Patriot  the sooner the better C
Early ripening with consistent, high yield. Strong and upright growing.

Pink Lemonade®(3) pretty in pink C
A bright pink coloured fruit, medium late ripening with regular high yield. Vigorously and upright growing, needs a pollinator.

Reka® simple and tasty C
Strong and bushy growing variety, not sensitive for poor ground quality, early and long lasting harvesting period. Good amateur variety.

Rubel  Northern highbush with the most Ingredients new introduction! C
One of the oldest cultivated blueberries; medium-sized fruits with high levels of antioxidant substances, intensely sweet-sour taste; 
strong and upright growth, > 180 cm.

Sunshine Blue  sun-ripened… C
Mid-season variety with highly branched, compact habit. Lightblue, medium-sized fruits. Attractive pink blossoms.

TWICE CARRYING VARIETIES
Hortblue Petite(S) you d́ better take 2 harvests C
Reblooming blueberry with compact, multi-branched growth. 1st harvest in July, 2nd harvest from mid-September.

SPECIAL VARIETIES
Lowberry® Little Blue Wonder®(3) compact and blue C
Compact (<50 cm); small, sky blue berries with fresh flavor; intense autumn colouring.

Bluedrop®(3) Blueberries, what a difference C
Compact (50 cm) rarity; drop-shaped berries, ripening continuously from the end of June until early frost.

Rubel 

Cranberry
Stevens  the healthful and trendy plant C
Low-growing ground cover for sour soil or bog beds, with small white flowers in summer followed from red, roundish fruits til autumn,
fruits are suitable for raw consumption, but very astringent and slightly bitter.
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Currants
STANDARD VARIETIES BLACK 
Cassissima®(3) Blackbells®(3) the most beautiful and longest racemes C
Very large fruits on clearly longer racemes with a mild sweet taste and only a slight cassis flavor.  

Cassissima®(3) Black Marble®(3) the biggest of the big ones  C
Very large fruits, the largest fruits of the black currants; mild and sweet in taste; only a slight cassis aroma.

Cassissima®(3) Green Life  green currant     new introduction! C
This green-fruited speciality belongs botanically to the blackcurrants; the medium-sized fruits have a sweet taste with a mild cassis aroma.

Lowberry® Little Black Sugar®(3) compact and sweet     C
Compact growth (80-100 cm) and healthy foliage. Ripens early at the end of June. Medium to large berries in small bunches. 
Very sweet taste with a lot of sugar overpowering the typical cassis flavour.

Titania  a classic in black C
Large berries with an intense cassis flavor, with an average-early ripening time, healthy and robust.

STANDARD VARIETIES RED 
Ribest®(3) Babette®(3) early and large C
Red currant which ripen early, very large berries, upright growth, medium height.

Ribest®(3) Lisette®(3) large and compact berries C
Red currant with an average ripening time, very large berries in compact racemes, very healthy foliage.

Jonkheer van Tets  a classic in red C
Red currants which ripen early, large dark red berries in long racemes with a sweet but acidic flavour. 

STANDARD VARIETIES WHITE 
Ribest®(3) Blanchette®(3) white, early, large C
White currants with an average ripening time, large berries in long racemes, very healthy.

White Versaille  a classic in white C
White fruited and early ripening currant with a mild taste, the medium sized fruits hang on medium long racemes.

SPECIAL VARIETIES
Black'n'Red®(3) Premiere®(3) the first currant with decorative red leaves C
Medium sized fruits on long racemes with an intense sweet taste and a clear but mild cassis flavor; 
after the harvest the leaves start to turn dark red.

Crispa®(3) Darling®(3) THE delicacy gooseberry B
Medium sized, bright red fruits, medium ripening time; the best Crispa variety in taste, very fruity/berry and very sweet when fully ripe.

Crispa®(3) Goldling®(3) golden! Huge! B
Large fruits with a mustard yellow colour and golden veins; very juicy and sweet taste without an unpleasant aftertaste when fully ripe;
very vigorous and robust.

Crispa®(3) Greenling®(3) green gooseberry with good mildew tolerance B
Very big fruits with a beautiful green colour and a juicy aromatic taste with a pleasant acidity.

Easycrisp®(3) Lady Late®(3) latest thornless gooseberry, dark red berries B
Very late ripening period, the latest gooseberry in our assortment; very large, dark red fruits with a good balanced taste.

Easycrisp®(3) Lady Sun®(3) thornless with soft skin        B
Upright growing, almost thornless. Medium yellow fruits with sweet taste.

Gooseberry

Cassissima®(3) Green Life

Lingonberry
Fireballs (LiromePBR) big-fruited lingonberry new introduction! C
High yield due to many and large berries with a fiery red colour; this preiel berry, which grows up to 30 cm high, is best as an 
underplanting in a bog bed (e.g. with blueberries).

Red Pearl  from nature to garden C
Strong growing ground cover, 30 cm high. Very nice bell-shaped white flowers. Cherry red, around 1 cm large berries; 
harvest starts in August. Completely winter resistant.

price level
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Jostaberry

Little Miss Figgy (LMF01PBR) compact pot fig new introduction! C
Compact fig with short indernodes; small, sweet fruits; dark red to brownish; fruiting in summer and autumn.

Gustissimo®(3) Califfo Blue® blue fig for cold climate new introduction! C
Two-bearing fig variety with a rather weak growth; the fruits have the typical fig shape with a dark purple to blue colouring.

Gustissimo®(3) Morena®(3) the robust C
Reddish-brown fruit, pear-shaped. Ripen early with a long harvest period. Bushy, strong growth, suited also for unfavourable locations,
winter protection over the first 2-3 years is very important.

Gustissimo®(3) Perretta®(3) the reliable harvest C
Very large, green-reddish pear-shaped fruit. Soft, bright red flesh. Ripens early, long-lasting. Bushy, vigorous growth. 
Suited also for less favourable locations, winter protection over the first 2-3 years is very important.

More varieties: Bornholm, Brown Turkey, Desert King

Fig

KIWI
Hayward  classic kiwi  C
Classic kiwi variety with large, drum-shaped fruit, harvest from the end of October. Final ripening at room temperature possible. 
Winter protection necessary in the first years.

Jenny  successful without pollination C
Self-fruiting Actinidia deliciosa; fruits 3-4 cm, high yield which can be raised by a separate pollinator.

Tomuri  no success without pollination   C
Male pollinator, extremely richly flowering, suitable for all Actinidia deliciosa/chinensis varieties. Summer pruning absolutely necessary.

KIWIBERRY
Fresh Jumbo  fresh like a summer breeze  C
Hardy kiwi with a high yield and a very fresh taste (balanced sugar-acid ratio). Fruit hang in clusters.

Pink Jumbo  giant and pink new introduction! C
New kiwiberry variety with large to very large fruits; the fruits have a striking pinkish-pink fruit skin in combination with a grass-green
flesh and an intense fruity-sweet aroma when ripe.

Prince Jumbo  no success without pollination C
Male pollinator, extremely richly flowering, suitable for all Actinidia arguta varieties. Summer pruning absolutely necessary.

Red Jumbo  red yummy kiwiberry  C
Hardy kiwi with red skin and red fruit flesh. Early ripening, fruit size up to 7g and a high sugar content. Strong growth (summer pruning necessary).

SUPER Issai (Japsai)  successful without pollination C
Self-fertile kiwiberry, very hardy, medium-sized fruits with a smooth, lemony green skin. Pick and eat from the plant, harvest starting 
at the end of September. Improved fruit size with pollination.

Super Jumbo  super kiwi, super good  C
Hardy kiwi with a high yield and a pleasant taste. Very big (up to 11g) and attractive fruit with a medium-green colour. 
Strong growth (summer pruning necessary).

Kiwi

Confi®Beere Jodeli®

Confi®Beere Jodeli® the sweetes Jostaberry new introduction! C
New Josta cross with large berries on compact clusters, medium-early ripening time (mid-July); clearly more compact growth than the 
conventional variety, max. 150 high with good branching.

Confi®Beere Jofruity® die besonders fruchtige Jostabeere new introduction! C
Early maturing jostaberry of the latest generation; only medium sized berries but with an unbelievable fertility, resulting in an 
above-average yield; in contrast to the other varieties, Jofruti® has a reddish berry colour rather than the usual brownish-black.

Confi®Beere Jogusto® spätreifend und starkwüchsig new introduction! C
The late ripening jostaberry in our assortment and also the variety with the strongest growth; large to very large berries with a 
pleasantly sour taste; harvesting should be waited until fully ripe, then the fruits develop significantly more sugar.

Josta  the best from two worlds C
Large fruited currant and gooseberry cross. Pale black fruits with acid based taste. Ripening from mid of July, very vigouros.sig.

price level 
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Strawberries

PARFUM-SERIES EVERBEARING price level

Eternal Love®(3) everbearing, sweet and tasty E
Medium-sized, dark red, very sweet and flavourful, very compact growth, produces runners quickly.

PINK FLOWERING DOUBLE PLEASURES®(3)- SERIES EVERBEARING          

Double Pleasures®(3) Delirose®(3) pink flowering gourmet strawberry E
The pink flowering strawberry with the best taste; medium sized and dark red fruits with a 
very good taste; everbearing; light pink flowers.

Double Pleasures®(3) Pink Wonder®(3) bright flowers with good fruits E
Medium sized, dark red fruits with a sweet taste. An outstanding flowering glory due to a lot 
of pink flowers; everbearing.

BALCONY VARIETIES

Fraisibelle®(3) the everbearing potted strawberry E
Medium-sized, dark red, flavourful with a mild scent, normal bush-like growth, healthy foliage.

HANGING-/CLIMBING VARIETIES

Freeclimber®(3) the flavourful climbing strawberry E
Medium-sized, dark red at full maturity, very sweet, vigorous, healthy, produces runners quickly.

PARFUM-SERIES JUNE-BEARING 

Schweizerherz®(3) red on the outside, white on the inside, lovingly good! E
Very large, flavourful and sweet fruit, somewhat more compact growth, robust with healthy foliage.

FRUTIUM®(3)-SERIES JUNE-BEARING

Bonneure®(3) the big and fruity one E
Large, dark red (at full maturity), juicy and sweet, has the healthiest foliage.

WOODLAND STRAWBERRY 

Alexandria  small and good E
Small, very flavourful fruit, moderate growth, does not produce runners.

Double Pleasures®(3) Delirose®(3) 
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Fruit trees

MALONI®(3) MINI APPLE TREES
Gullivers®(3) like you are in Lilliput
Small to medium-sized, brightly red coloured, refreshingly crisp sweetness, extremely compact tree (max. 1 m high), branches out well.

Lilly®(3) the sweet one among the tiny trees
Medium-sized, slightly pink coloured, very sweet, very stunted growth (<1.5m).

Sally®(3) small but extremely flavourful
Small to medium-sized, bright red, a balanced mix of sweetness and acidity, a compact miniature tree (max. 1.5 m high).

PIRONI®(3) - MINI PEAR TREES

Joy of Kent®(3) the super compact one
Small to medium-sized, a rusty tinge on a green background, very compact growth, wider than it is tall.

Little Sweety®(3) melt in your mouth flavour
Small to medium growth, strikingly green, yellow when fully mature, small and bushy growth, taller than it is wide.

MALINI®(3)- COLUMNAR APPLE TREES

Dulcessa®(3) a sweet little fruit…
Medium-sized, dark red colouring, crisp and firm, very sweet; medium-strong, columnar growth; scab-resistant.

Equilibro®(3) sweet & sour
Medium to large in size, half red in colour, juicy, firm in bite, very balanced between sugar and acidity; 
more compact, columnar growth, scab-resistant.

Pronto®(3) the first fire resistant tree
Medium-sized, round fruit, very firm, sweet flavour, slow to medium growth.

Subito®(3) early ripening fruit
Medium to large, pinky orange, very juicy, flavourful and sweet, slow to medium growth.

PIRINI®(3) - COLUMNAR PEAR TREES
Myway®(3) the first true spindlebush pear tree
Medium to large, oblong, a vibrant yellow when fully mature, very slender and straight, upright growth.

PARADIS®(3) - THE CLASSIC APPLE TREES

Elegance®(3) elegance in the form of an apple
Medium to large, red surface, refreshingly sweet and flavourful, medium-strong growth with a uniform tree crown.

Myra®(3) one of the best sweet apples
Medium-sized with pink, medium-strong growth.

Patrizia®(3) the distinguished Blonde
Medium-sized, golden yellow with a green shimmer, lots of sugar and acidity, medium-strong growth, well branched tree, productive. 

Sparkling®(3) explosive freshness!
Medium-large, with red stripes, sweet and sour, the sugar increases with maturity, medium-strong growth.

Werdenberg®(3) summer apples with dessert quality
Medium to large, flecked with orange and pink, acidic when harvested with lots of sugar, then get sweeter, relatively compact growth.

REDLOVE®(3) - THE APPLES WITH RED FLESH

Calypso®(3) the flavourful Redlove®

Small to medium, round, the most flavourful Redlove®, slow to medium growth, well branched. 

Era®(3) the dessert apple with red flesh
Medium-sized, dark red, sweet with balanced acidity, vigorous, very productive.

Redlove®(3) Calypso®(3)
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Maulbeere Illinois Everbearing

Instant Success®(3) now or never C
Goji-selection with the potential for a long-lasting harvest . Reliable yield, even after repeated pruning. 

Sweet Success®(5) in kitchen and medicine C
High yield within a short period of time. The big berries contain a considerable amount of vitamins, minerals, micronutrients 
and essential aminoacids. Slightly thorned, low susceptibility for mildew.

Goji

Altaj  blue out of the cold C
Longish, blue-powdered berries. Harvest from end of May. Strong growing variety. We recommend Martin as pollinating variety.

Duet  blue and compact C
Longish deep blue fruit ripen from beginning of June. More compact variety (150 cm).

Martin  the flavour decides C
Longish deep blue fruits ripening from beginning of June. Strong growing variety (150- 180 cm high). Not adequately self-fertile (pollinator Altaj).

Blue Honeyberry

Aronia – Chokeberry

Black Beauty®(6) Gerda(s) black beauty C
Sambucus variety with dark, lavender foliage. Blooms with a lot of light pink flowers. Ripens in September.

Haidegg 17  always want more? C
Strong growing Sambucus selection with very high yield and an intense taste. Ripens in September.

Elderberry 

Illinois Everbearing  big, aromatic and sweet new introduction! C
A strong-growing mulberry with a height of about 5 m; the huge fruits ripen throughout the summer and have an aromatic-sweet taste;
at first the fruits are still red and only turn violet-black when fully ripe.

Mojo Berry  Matsunaga(s) Dwarf mulberry for pots and small gardens C
Medium sized, black-dark purple fruits with a pleasant mild taste, almost without acidity; compact growth and therefore 
very suitable for a pot; very rich and early fruiting; this variety has a good winter hardiness.

Mulle  the winter hardy mulberry C
Compact mulberry with excellent winter-hardiness and delicate fruit. Harvest-time Juli to September.

Zickzack  Zigzag-Mulberry new introduction! C
A relatively weak-growing mulberry with a conspicuous zig-zag growth and a final height of max. 3 m; the large dark-purple fruits 
have a juicy-sweet flavour.

Mulberry

Wild Fruit 

Lowberry®(3) Little Helpers®(3) bushy and compact chockeberry new introduction! C
Bushy growing chokeberry that remains clearly more compact than other chokeberry varieties due to very good branching; 
the small fruits are clearly less tart and astringent than the other varieties offered.

Rubina(s) beauty all year round C
Beautiful white flowers in spring. Violet to black berries, ripen in September. Semi-sweet tasting. Very intense autumn colouring.

Viking  a berry as healthy as an apple C
Purple-black berries, leaves have a nice colour in autumn, a favourite of bees.

Haferschlehe/Bullace almost got lost C
Franconian Bullace is an old wild fruit. Compared to the wild type with significantly larger berries and higher sugars and fewer 
bittersubstances. Harvest possible in September without frost. Grown on its own roots.

Pogauner/Damson  local and traditional C
A local wild plum selection mainly used for distilling. The shape and colour of the fruit is similar to a fruit plum, just like the taste. 
Small, violet fruits with blue frost, sweet with pleasant acidity. Ripening in late summer, well suited for fresh consumption.

price level 
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Meerrettich Karl der Große

Canada Red  a feast for eye and tongue C
Rhubarb variety with exceptionally intense red clouring - inside and outside.

Elmsblitz  convincing facts C
Traditional variety with red stalks and red flesh, low acids.

Fultons Strawberry Surprise excellent rhubarb C
Vigorous plant with strikingly vibrant red stalks and well-balanced acidity. Ideal also as a potted plant.

Glaskins Perpetual  rhubarb for summer harvest new introduction! C
Strong-growing variety with red-green leaf stalks and green flesh; this variety also has a low oxalic acid content during the 
summer and can therefore still be eaten after St. John's Day.

Lilibarber®(3) rhubarb through and through – just in miniature! C
Very short, max. 20 cm high, well-suited as a potted plant for the balcony or terrace, can be eaten raw.

Livingstone(S) harvest till fall C
Long, medium-strong leaf stalks, usually outside pink at the base, but normally green fleshed; ever-bearing rhubarb: 
i.e. fresh leaves are formed throughout the summer, which can also be harvested without any problems.

Timperley Early  early, big, green C
A very early growing variety, strong growth, slightly red at the base of the stalk, long stalks, green flesh.

Victoria  green yield rhubarb new introduction! C
One of the oldest rhubarb varieties on the market and a real yielding variety, individual leaf stalks can weigh up to 1 kg;
the stalk colour is pink-greenish on the outside at the base and tapers off into green, the flesh colour is completely green.

Rhubarb

Tavor  double feature   new introduction! G
Perennial like growth with silver to green leaves, grown for its edible flower buds (middle/end of June). Unharvested beautiful 
and large violet blue flowers will develop adding a strong architectural element to any fruit/vegetable garden.

Artichoke

Charlemagne  the spicy Franconian new introduction! G
A perennial root vegetable with large, light green, long and broad leaves, hardy and vigorous.

Horseradish

Matsum  the Japanese horseradish new introduction! G
A perennial plant; in addition to the central shoot axis (from which we grind the actual wasabi paste) the leaves and flowers 
can also be harvested, but these are less sharp in processing..

Wasabi 

PERENNIAL VEGETABLE ®(3) 

Tytti  richness from the north C
Compact growing female sea buckthorn, very hardy. Fully ripe in August / September. Fruits best suited for processing only.

Tarmo  coming out of the cold C
Compact growing male sea buckthorn. Pollinator of Tytti.

Sea Buckthorn    price level 
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Daubenton's Green  Treekale in green new introduction! G
Perennial kale variety with a tree or shrub-like growth; the shoots are frost-resistant to about - 15°C and can be harvested for 
up to 5 years.

Taunton Deane  Treekale in blue new introduction! G
Perennial kale variety with a tree or shrub-like growth; the shoots are frost-resistant to about - 15°C and can be harvested for 
up to 5 years.

Treekale

Welsh onion  eternal Onion new introduction! G
Bot.: Allium fistulosum; forms only small and thin bulbs, but probably more green, which can also be used in the kitchen with this spe-
cies; the winter hedge onion is winter-hardy and perennial.

Gralic chives  "eternal" Garlic new introduction! G
Bot.: Allium tuberosum; is a deciduous plant, but does not form bulbs like conventional garlic; the leaves are used, which have a pleasant
garlic aroma but do not leave an unpleasant scent..

Tree onion  Onions growing in the Air new introduction! G
Bot.: Allium viviparum; sometimes also called air bulb; instead of flowers, small bulbs are formed on the shoot ends from which new
plants grow; perennial and completely hardy.

Allium

PERENNIAL VEGETABLE ®(3)

FRUIT  VEGETABLE

Fruttosa  the very special fruity one G
Medium sized, yellow-orange fruits; this variety impresses with a very special fruitiness, paired with a fine acidity; 
Physalis can be grown in our climate for several years, for this a frost-free overwintering at approx. 10°C is necessary.

Little Buddha  size that satisfies G
Giant yellow-orange fruits with a very good texture and a fruity and aromatic taste; Physalis can be grown in our 
climate for several years, for this a frost-free overwintering at approx. 10°C is necessary.

Peter's Best  excellent taste and yield G
Medium-sized, orange fruits with the best flavor of all offered varieties; Physalis can be grown well in our climate 
for several years, for this a frost-free overwintering at about 10°C is necessary.

Physalis

Baumkohl Daubenton's Green

Skirret  the sugar supplier from the past G
Skirret originates from the umbellifer family and is a perennial herbaceous plant. The fleshy roots, which have a pleasant sweet taste, 
are harvested in autumn and winter.

Skirret

Liquorice  a living piece of history G
Liquorice plant has a long tradition as a cultivated plant in Bamberg and is the basic material for liquorice production. For this purpose,
the fleshy roots are cleared after about three years. The plants are completely hardy and perennial.

Liquorice plant
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Pepino  whatever it is G
Sweet cucumber, resembling a melon in colour and a honeydew/cucumber in taste. Strong growing (up to 1m), 
harvest 4-6 month after planting.

Pepino

FRUIT VEGETABLE

Beauregard  the classic sweet potato G
Orange-fleshed sweet potato with a red-orange skin and a pleasant sweet taste; the plants are still slightly sensitive to cold 
in spring and should not be planted before the mid of May; this variety takes about 100 - 120 days to harvest.

Sweet potaoes

Tubered®(3) bright red G
Elongated, cone-shaped and bright red tubers; can be eaten uncooked (fresh and sour) as well as cooked.

Tuberello®(3) bright yellow G
Elongated, cone-shaped and bright yellow tubers; can be eaten uncooked (fresh and sour) as well as cooked.

Tuberosa®(3) the biggest one G
Long, cone-shaped tubers with a red skin and cream-yellow eyes; this variety makes the largest tubers of all 
offered varieties; can be eaten uncooked (fresh-sour) or cooked.

Oca 

Topinambur red  the perennial sunflower G
Jerusalem artichoke is a perennial and extremely hardy plant. The plants are strongly growing and can grow up to 3m high. The root
tubers are eaten, but they cannot be stored well and should always be harvested fresh. In this variety the tubers have a reddish colour.   

Topinambur white  the perennial sunflower G
Jerusalem artichoke is a perennial and extremely hardy plant. The plants are strongly growing and can grow up to 3m high. The root
tubers are eaten, but they cannot be stored well and should always be harvested fresh. In this variety the tubers have a whitish yellow
colour.  

Sunchoke

Red  red and sweet new introduction! G
Vigorous vegetable with thick and edible red-skinned storage tubers; the flesh of the tubers is glassy creamy white and has a pleasant
sweet taste; the tubers can also be eaten raw.

White  white and sweet new introduction! G
Vigorous vegetable with thick and edible white-skinned storage tubers; the flesh of the tubers is glassy creamy white and has a pleasant
sweet taste; the tubers can also be eaten raw.

Yacon (Smallanthus sonchifolius)

FRUITS OF THE ROOTS

Yacon Red
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Lubera Edibles GmbH
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Please visit our YouTube Channel: 
www.youtube.com/lubera-edibles

Order: 
Please use our order form for your order. 
You can find this form in the download section at www.luberaedibles.com.
Label service for berries
For all our available varieties, we offer picture labels at cost.

Delivery
The young plants are delivered exclusively on CC-carts transported by shipping companies which specialize 
in transporting plants. A full cart has a capacity of approx. 2,400-2,800 plants depending on the size and state 
of development of the plants. All deliveries follow the rules and regulations of Lubera Edibles as stated in the 
“General Terms and Conditions for Business and Delivery Purposes”.

Please bear in mind
How our soft fruits develop and which characteristics they express depend a lot on the location in which 
they are grown. Each year's particular weather conditions can also have a larger impact than with other kinds 
of fruits. Our information is therefore based solely on many years of experience at our own location.

All items marked with (S) are protected under the Plant Variety Protection Law.
All items marked with ® are registered, and therefore protected, trademarks.
All forms of propagation are forbidden.

(1) Registered brand Promo-Fruit AG, Rafz, Switzerland
(2) Registered brand Sidhu & Sons Nursery USA, Inc., Washington / US 
(3) Registered brand Lubera AG, Buchs, Switzerland
(4) Registered brand Dr. Barbara Dathe, Pirna, Germany
(5) Registered brand Robert Mayer Pflanzenvertrieb GmbH, Strullendorf, Germany
(6) Registered brand W. Kordes‘ Söhne Rosenschulen GmbH & Co. KG, Klein Offenseth-Sparrieshoop / D  

Forms of delivery for young plants in trays

Young plants are delivered in 60-cell trays. 
A minimum order quantity of 2 trays per variety applies.

Week 19 – 50: spring propagated (Multi)
Week 19 – 50: overwintered (Multi+)
All young plants are available in certified organic quality.

Forms of delivery for fruit trees

Fruit trees are delivered as 1-year old graftings with a height of approx. 80-100 cm.
Malini trees have been grafted to an M26 rootstock, Paradis/Maloni trees to an M9
rootstock. Pirini/Pironi are grafted to Pyrus rootstocks (Kirchensaller). Fruit trees
are delivered in either the 50th, 6th or 12th calendar week.
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